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ABSTRACT 
For A : V n --, V m with arbitrary inner products in V n 
and V m, updating formulas are given for the least 
squares olution of Ax = b and for the pseudo-inverse 
Al; an iterative scheme is given to calculate A I starting 
from an arbitrary initial guess B. 
When applied to matrices and ordinary inner products 
are assumed formulas of GreviUe and Fletcher are 
obtained. It is shown how Fletcher's formulas may be 
constructed from Greville's. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
In this paper, we derive updating formulas for least 
squares olutions of a linear equation Ax -- b where A 
is a linear mapping between finite dimensional real or 
complex vector spaces. They are applicable to cases 
where A is defined by its images on a set of independ- 
ent vectors el, e 2 . . . . .  ek, which is increased by adding 
one vector e k at a time. 
From these updating formulas, similar updating for- 
mulas can be derived for the pseudo-inverse of a linear 
mapping and these turn out o be generalizations of
GreviUe's formulas [2]. In the following paragraphs it 
is shown that there exists a close relationship between 
these generalized formulas and those given by Fletcher 
in [1]. 
By V n we shall denote a real or complex n-dimensional 
vector space while ( , )n is the notation for an inner 
product in V n. R(A) and N(A) denote range and 
kernel of A. The pseudo-inverse of A will be written 
A I. The subspace generated by elements Zl, z 2 ..... Zp 
will be denoted by [zl, z 2 . . . . .  zp] where zi, i= 1 .... p 
may be vectors or subspaces. PS x stands for the orthog- 
onal projection of x on the sub@ace S and PV(xlS) is 
the projecting vector of x onto S. I k will be the identity 
in a k-dimensional space. 
2. UPDATING FORMULAS 
Let A : V n ~ V m be defined by its images on a set of n 
independent vectors, E = (e l, e 2 ..... en}in V n. Let ( )n and 
( ' )m be any inner products in vn and vm respectively. 
We denote by Ap : EP -~ V m the restriction of A to 
EP=[e l ,  e 2 . . . . .  ep], p=1,2  ..... n(E  n=V n,A n=A) .  
Suppose that for given b in V m, Xk_ 1 is the least squares 
solution with minimal ength of Ak_lX = b. It is known 
that 
Xk_ 1 = A~_lb.  
We want to Fred a relation between Xk_ 1 and xk=A~b. 
A k is an extension of Ak_ 1 and we denote by a k the 
new image Ae k = Ake k. Two cases must be considered 
a k E R (Ak_l) and a k ~ R (Ak_l). We fh-st suppose 
a k ~ R (Ak_l) so that R(Ak) = [R(Ak_I), ak]. It is 
known that all least squares olutions of AkX = b are 
ordinary solutions of Akx = bl~ = PR(Ak)b and we 
therefore first look for a relation between bl~ and the 
known projection 
bl~_ 1 = PR(Ak_I)b = Ak_ lxk_ l .  
When ~o k is a unit vector in R(Ak), orthogonal to 
R(Ak_I),  then 
b~= b~_ 1 + (b ,¢k)m~ k (1) 
Such unit vector Ok can be found by normalizing the 
projecting vector of a k onto R(Ak_I ) .  Since 
A I Ak-1 k-1 = PR(Ak_I) '  we obtain 
A I 
~0 k = Xk(a k -  Ak_ 1 k_ lak ) = XkW k (2) 
where X k is a normalization constant. 
We now try to write b~ as the image Akz k of some 
vector z k. Such z k, satisfying Akz k = b~ will be a 
particular least squares olution of Akx = b, but not 
necessarily the one with smallest length. 
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We obtain from (1) and (2) : 
b~ = b~_ 1 + ),k(b, ~0k)m(l k - Ak_ 1 A~_l)Ake k 
or  
bl~ = Ak_lXk_ 1 + ~k(b, ~0k)mAke k 
- )'k (b' ~°k)mAk-lA~-I Akek" (3) 
1 Ek_ 1 Since Xk_ 1 = A _1 b and Ak_l(Akek) lie in 
they have the same images for A k_l and A k. Hence, 
(3) can be rewritten as 
b]~ = Ak[Xk_ 1 + •k(b, ~0k)me k 
- ),k(b, ~0k)mA~_lAke k]
It follows that : 
Zk = Xk-1 + Xk (b' ~°k)mek - )~k (b, ~°k)mAL1Akek 
(4) 
in a particular least squares olution of AkX = b. It will 
be the least squares olution with minimal ength if it 
is orthogonaI to N(Ak) = N(Ak_I). 
I 
The component Xk_ 1 - ),k(b, ~0k)mAk_lAke k o fz  k 
already is orthogonal to N(Ak_I) and hence, z k will 
be orthogonal to N(Ak_I) if the remaining component 
),k(b, ~0k)me k is. 
A sufficient condition for this to be true for k ~< n is 
that E is an orthogonaI set of vectors o that e k is 
orthogonal to Ek-1 which contains N(Ak_I). 
When E is not orthogonal, we remark that z k in (4) 
will still be a least squares olution ofAkx = b when 
e k in (4) is replaced by any vector e~ such that 
Aket~ = Ake k = a k. When, in particular, we replace 
e k by e~ = PV [e klN(Ak_l)], the component 
Xk(b, ~0k)mel~ will be orthogonal to N(Ak_I). We 
therefore obtain for x k, the least squares olution 
with minimal ength (with et~ = PV[e k/N(Ak_I)]) : 
A~b= Xk= Xk_ 1 + ~k( Ik-A~_IAk)  el~(b,~0k) m 
(5) 
For the pseudo-inverses we find from (5) : 
A~b= A~_lb + ~.k(el~ - A~_lak)(b,  ~0k) m (6) 
or  
A~= A~_I+ Xk(el~-A~_lak)(. ,  ~0k) m (7) 
since (6) is valid for arbitrary b in V m. The point in 
the inner product in (7) is to be replaced by the vector 
on which the pseudo-inverses are applied. 
We now consider a k ~ R(Ak_ 1). In this case, 
R(Ak) = R(Ak_I) and the kernel Of Ak_ 1 increases 
its dimension by one so that 
N(Ak) ~ N(Ak_I). 
The projections b~ and b~_ 1 coincide and since 
b~ = b~._l = Ak_lXk_ 1 = AkXk_ 1 
it follows that Xk_ 1 is a least squares olution of 
Akx = b but not necessarily the one with smallest 
length. 
The smallest least squares olution x k will be the 
PV[xk_ 1 IN(Ak) ]. Since the known relation 
N(Ak) 3 N(Ak_I) is not sufficient o determine this 
projecting vector, we have to characterize N(Ak) in 
more detail. 
As a k e R(Ak_I), Ak_ 1 x = a k has ordinary solutions 
among which Yk = A~'-lak is the one with smallest 
length, belonging to the orthogonal complement of 
N(Ak_I) within E k-1. 
A k being an extension of Ak_ 1, we have AkY k = ak= Ake k 
so that Ak(Y k - ek) = 0. The vector z k = e k -  Yk be- 
longs to N(Ak) and lies outside N(Ak_I) and E k- l ,  
It extends the kernel of Ak_ 1 such that 
N(Ak_I) @[Zk] = N(Ak). When E is orthogonal, this 
decomposition of N(Ak) is an orthogonal one, as in 
this case, e k and Yk and hence z k are orthogonal to 
N(Ak_I). 
When E is not orthogonal, we can decompose 
N(Ak) as N(Ak) = N(Ak_I) @[z~] with 
z~ = PV[zklN(Ak_I) ] and this decomposition is an 
orthogonal one. 
Projecting now Xk_ 1 on N(Ak) we obtain 
t k = PN(Ak ) Xk-1 = PN(Ak_I ) Xk-1 + P[zl~ ] Xk-1 
1 (Xk_l, Z~)nZl ~ 
= P[z t~]Xk_ l  - (Zl~ ' Zl~)n 
For the projecting vector there follows : 
x k = PV[xk_ 1 IN(Ak)] = Xk_ 1 - t k = Xk_ 1 - P[zl~]Xk_l 
or  
Xk = (Ik - P[zl~ ]) Xk -1 (8) 
For the pseudo-inverses, there follows from (8) 
I lb A~b = (I k - P[z~] ) Ak_ 
or  
1 
A~ = (I k - P[zl~] ) Ak_ 1 (9) 
as b is arbitrary. 
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Remark that for orthogonal E, e]~ in (5) and zl~ in (8) 
are respectively equal to e k and z k. In this case (8) 
and (9) can be written as : 
Xk=Xk_ 1 
1 + 
liek[J 2 + IlYklln 2 
(I k - A~_IA k) ek(b, A~I_lYk) m 
+ 1 (ek_ A~_lak)(., A~IlYk) m 
Ilekll2n + IlYk 112 (10) 
which are of the same form as (5) and (77 . 
When (7) and (9) or (10) are applied to matrices and 
ordinary inner products are used, we obtain the for- 
mulas of Greville [2]. In any case, whether E is orthog- 
onalornot ,  fo rk=lwehavee i=e  landz  i=z  1. 
When the updating formulas are applied for k = 1, 2,..,n 
with AI o = 0, we shall have obtained AI. The vectors 
~0il, ~0i2, ..., ~0ip, constructed consecutively through 
use of (7), form an orthonormal basis in R(A) whose 
dimension is then p. The rank of A is then equal to p. 
At each of the remaining n-p applications of (10), a z" 
vector was constructed and these form an orthogonal 
basis in N(A) which has dimension -p. 
3. ITERATIVE SCHEME FOR THE CALCULATION 
OF A I, STARTING WITH AN ARBITRARY 
INITIAL GUESS 
Let B o be any linear mapping from vm to V n. We 
consider B o as an initial guess for A t and we update 
this estimate with (7) or (9) replacing formally A~_ 1 
by Bk_ 1. 
We obtain, for a k ~ R(Ak_I) 
B k = Bk_ 1 + Xk(e ~ - Bk_lak) (. ,~Ok) m (11) 
and, for a k E R(Ak_I) 
Bk = (In - P[z~]) Bk -1 (12) 
with z k = e k - Bk_ la  k and z~ = PV[z k [N(Ak_I] ]. 
Applying (11) or (12) for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, we end up 
with an operator B n which, as we shall see, is very 
closely related to A I. In fact, we shall show that 
AI= Bn PR(A) (13) 
As before, ~0 k = Xk Wk' Xk = 1/JtWkItm and 
w k = PV[ak I R(Ak_I) ] while z k = e k - Bk_la k with 
z~ = PV[zkJN(A k_l)]  and e~= [I k -  PN(Ak_I)] e k 
4. PROPERTIES OF B k 
In what follows, gk will be the restriction of B k to 
R(Ak). From application of (11) and (12) for k = 1 
and k = 2, it can be verified that E 2 = N(A2) OR(B2), 
N(A2) ± R(B2) and A2B 2 = IR(A2 ), the identity in R(A2). 
We now show that when these relations hold for Bk_ 1 
and Ak_ 1, they also hold for B k and A k. So, given : 
E k-1 = N(Ak_I) ®R (Bk_l); N(Ak_I)±R(I~k_I), 
(14') 
Ak-1 gk-1 = tR(Ak_I) '  (15') 
we have to show that : 
E k = N(Ak)@,R(gk); N(Ak).LR(gk), (14) 
AkB k = IR(Ak ) (15) 
First, suppose ak g R(Ak_I). B k is then obtained from 
(11). In order to determine R(gk), we apply B k to 
the vectors al, a 2 . . . . .  a k which generate R(Ak), and 
find : 
Bka k = Bk_la k + Xk(e ~ - Bk_lak) (a k, ~°k) m 
= Bk_la k + t),kl2(e~ - Bk_lak) (a k, Wk) m 
due to (2), 
= Bk_la k + IXkJ2(e~ - Bk_tak) (w k, Wk) m 
or Bka k = e~ (16) 
since iXk [2 (Wk, Wk) m = 1 
Forj  < k we have (aj, ~0k) m = 0 so that 
Bka j = Bk_laj, j < k (17) 
From (16) and (17) it follows that [gkis an extension 
of ]~k-l" As e~ belongs to E k but not to E k - l ,  it also 
follows from (16) and (17) that e~ extends R(gk_l) 
to  R(B k) and 
E k = N(Ak_I) OR (gk) = N(Ak) OR (~k) since 
N(Ak_I) = N(Ak). This decomposition is an orthogonal 
one since R(Bk) = R(Bk_I) • [e~] where R(l~k_l) and 
[e~] are orthogonal to N(Ak_I)= N(Ak). 
This proves (14). 
As Bk is an extension of Bk- l '  gkY = gk- lY'  
Vy ~ R(Ak-1). Hence AkBkY = Akgk_lY = Ak_ lgk_ ly=y,  
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Vy ~ R(Ak_I) due to (15') and due to the fact hat 
Bk-lY ~ Ek-t" 
The proof of (15) then follows from 
R(Ak) = R(Ak_I) ® [ak] and from 
AkBka k = Ake ~ = Ake k = a k. 
We now consider the case a k ~ R(Ak_I). Formula (12) 
must be applied with z~ = PV[z k IN(Ak_I)] and 
z k = e k -  Bk_la k = e k - Bk_lak • 
As AkZ k = a k -AkBk_ lak  ~ a k -Ak_ lBk_ lak  
= a k - a k = 0,
z k extends the kernel of Ak_ 1 so that 
N(Ak) = N(Ak_t) @[Zk]. The kernel OfAk_ 1 can 
be extended by z~. as well so that 
N(Ak) = N(Ak_I) @ [z~] and this decomposition is 
an orthogonal one. We now investigate the orthogonal 
complement IN(Ak_I)  of N(Ak_I) within E k. 
LN(Ak_I) is the direct sum of [z~.] and R(Bk_I) but 
this decomposition is not necessarily orthogonal. Let 
then [z~] ~ C be an orthogonal decomposition of 
±N(Ak_I). 
Any x in R(Bk_I) can then be written as x = x 1 + x 2, 
x 1 E [z~], x 2~C,  (x 1,x2) n= 0 with 
x l=(x,z~.)n (z~,z~) n - P[zk Ix and 
x 2 = (I k - P [z~] )x .  
From this and from (12), it follows that R(Bk) c C. 
On the other hand, let u be any vector in C; u can be 
written uniquely asu=u 1+ u 2, u l¢ [z~] ,  
u 2 ~ R(Bk_I) from which there follows u 2 = u - u 1,
-u  1 ¢ [z~], u e C, (u, Ul) n = 0. This shows that each 
vector u in C is the orthogonal projection of a vector 
t ~ • " u 2 in R~ k- l )  or u = (I k - P[z~])u2. It follows that 
C c R(~k) and hence C = R(Bk). 
With all this we have shown that : 
Ek = N(Ak-1) • [z~] ®R(Bk) = N(Ak)@R(Bk), 
N(Ak) i R(Bk) 
which is (14). 
Let y now be any vector in R(Ak) = R(Ak_I) and let 
Yl = Bk- lY '  Y2 = gkY = (Ik - P[z~])Yl" The difference 
Y2 - Yl lies along z~ or Y2 - Yl = az~ for some con- 
stant o. Hence, since AkZ ~ = 0, we have : 
0 = AkY 2 - AkY 1 = AkBkY -AkBk_lY = AkBkY - Ak_l~k_lY 
or  
AkBkY = Ak_lBk_lY, Vy ~ R(Ak) = R(Ak_I) 
From this there follows 
AkB k = Ak_lBk_l  = IR(Ak ) 
which is (15). 
5. PROPERTIES OF B n 
After application of the scheme for k = n, we shall 
have obtained an operator B n such that 
E n = N(An) ®R (Bn); N(An) iR(Bn), 
or  
V n 
AnB n = IR(An ), 
= N(A) OR (]3n): N(A) IR(Bn), 
AB n = IR(A) 
since A n=AandE n= V n. 
Let b be any vector in V m and b'= PR(A)b. 
The vector x'= Bn b" lies in R(Bn) and Ax'= ABnb" = b'. 
This shows that x" is a least squares olution of Ax -- b 
and since x' e R(Bn) and R(Bn) is the orthogonal com- 
plement of N(A), x" is the smallest least squares olu- 
tion or x '= Alb = AIb ". It follows then that AIy =BnY, 
Vy e R(A) which shows that Bn is the restriction of 
A l to R(A) or A I and Bn are identical on R(A). 
Outside R(A), A I and B n are not necessarily identical 
and in fact, we know nothing about B n outside R(A). 
However, whatever B n might do outside R(A), the 
operator B = BnPR(A), defined in V m is identical to 
A I as 
Bb = BnPR(A)b = Bnb'= Bn b'= x'= AIb, Vb ~ V m , 
or  
B = A 1 = BnPR(A) 
which is (13). 
The same reasoning applied to A k and B k shows that 
A~ = BkPR(Ak ). When (11) and (12) are applied to 
matrices and when ordinary inner products are used, 
we obtain the formulas of  Fletcher in [1]. 
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